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Optimal search in main memory databases requires at most one key comparison to locate a record. Extendible hashing 

becomes impractical when it is adapted to yield optimal search in main memory databases because of its large directory size. 

Multi-directory hashing techniques can provide significantly improved directory utilization over extendible hashing. The 

objective of this paper is to analyze the directory utilization of a main memory multi-directory hashing technique, called 

Extendible Root Multi-Directory Hashing. 
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1. Introduction 

Hashing is a well-known technique in database 
systems that permits fast access to both disk-based 
and main memory-based databases. Significant 
amount of research has been done on hash-based 
search methods for disk-based files. Much of this 
research has focused on hashing schemes de- 
signed to accommodate files with dynamically 
changing size. Those include dynamic hashing [4], 
extendible hashing [2] and variants of it [lo], 
linear hashing [9] and improved versions of it 
[5-71 and perfect hashing [8,11]. 
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Hashing schemes for disk-based databases have 
been designed with the assumption that data re- 
side on the disk during transaction processing. 
However, substantial performance gains can be 
achieved when data reside in main memory. The 
rapidly decreasing cost of RAM makes main 
memory databases a cost-effective solution to 
high-performance data management. An experi- 
mental transaction processing system for memory 
resident databases is described in [12]. Clearly, 
access methods designed for disk-based databases 
may not be suitable for main memory databases. 
This is due to the fast and random access capabil- 
ity of main memory databases. The retrieval time 
in main memory databases consists of the time to 
index the directory plus the time to compare the 
key values. In contrast, the retrieval time in disk- 
based databases is computed based mainly on the 
number of disk accesses. We define optimal search 
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in main memory databases as the search that 
requires at most one key comparison to locate a 
record. 

Optimal search can be obtained by extendible 
hashing [2] with bucket size 1 because in this case 
directory entries point to at most one data record. 
The expected directory size of extendible hashing 
with bucket size 1 is in O(m2), where m is the 
number of inserted records [1,3]. It has been 
shown that when the single directory of ex- 
tendible hashing is replaced by multiple subdirec- 
tories, the expected directory size decreases sig- 
nificantly [l]. The objective of this paper is to 
analyze the directory utilization of a main mem- 
ory multi-directory hashing technique, called Ex- 
tendible Root Multi-Directory Hashing (ERMH). 
ERMH is a dynamic hashing technique and uses 
a tree-structured hash directory of height one. 
The size of the leaf subdirectories is fixed and the 
root subdirectory expands to allow for more 
records. ERMH yields optimal search in main 
memory databases and its expected directory size 
is in O(m4/“), when the size of the leaf subdirec- 
tories is optimal. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents ERMH and analyzes its direc- 
tory utilization. Section 3 contains concluding re- 
marks. 

2. Extendible Root Multi-Directory Hashing 

Extendible Root Multi-Directory Hashing 
(ERMH) uses a tree-structured multi-directory of 

og2 rts w It hash address 

= 

root subdirectory 
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leaf 
subdirectories 

. . . . . of size 2w 

i 
Fig. 1. An example directory of ERMH. 
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height one. The size of the leaf subdirectories is 
fixed and the root subdirectory expands as the 
directory of extendible hashing to allow for more 
records. Root subdirectory entries point of leaf 
subdirectories. Leaf subdirectory entries point to 
at most one data record. The number of leaf 
subdirectories is less than or equal to the root 
subdirectory size. This is because root subdirec- 
tory buddy entries may point to the same leaf 
subdirectory. Figure 1 illustrates an example di- 
rectory of ERMH with leaf subdirectory size 2”. 
We present the insertion algorithm of ERMH. 

Insertion algorithm of ERMH 

Assume the leaf subdirectory size is 2w. Obtain 
the hash address h of the record. Let h’ be h 
shifted to the right w bits. 
Get the size N of the root subdirectory. Use 
the log,N rightmost bits of h’ to index the 
root subdirectory. Let the corresponding root 
subdirectory entry point to a leaf subdirectory 
i. Use the w rightmost bits of the hash address 
h to index the leaf subdirectory i. 
If the corresponding entry of the subdirectory 
i is empty, have the entry point to the record 
and stop. Otherwise, double the root subdirec- 
tory as in extendible hashing and split subdi- 
rectory i into two. Then, go to Step 2. 

ERMH yields optimal search because at most 
one key comparison is needed to locate a record. 
The number of index accesses to locate a record 
is two. Our goal is to analyze the directory utiliza- 
tion of ERMH. For the following analysis we 
make the assumption that the number of hashed 
records is greater than the leaf subdirectory size. 
In our computation model the hash function is 
assumed to give uniformly distributed, unique 
hash addresses in the interval [0 . . .2” - I], where 
b is a positive integer. 

The expected directory size of ERMH equals 
the expected root subdirectory size plus the ex- 
pected number of subdirectories multiplied by 
the fixed leaf subdirectory size. Let B(b, m) be 
the expected number of bits that give unique 
hash addresses, for m records. Assuming that the 
records are distributed uniformly over the differ- 
ent leaf subdirectories, we can claim that the 
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expected number of subdirectories for m records 
and 2” subdirectory size, equals the number of 
records divided by B;‘(w). The notation B;l(w) 
denotes the number of records m’, such that 
B(b, m’) = w. We will first compute B(b, m). An 

expression for B(b, m> is the following 

B(b, m) = f: k(Pri,m - Pri:!), 
k=lgm 

where 

Pr ‘xrn = Probability( bits that give unique k 

hash addresses < k) 

= ( 2J(2h*)m/( 2,h). 

The expression for Prj,m is derived as follows: 
Considering hash addresses as sequences of b 
bits, the number of possible hash addresses with 
the same rightmost k-bit subsequence is 2b-k. So, 
the number of ways that m hash addresses with 
different rightmost k-bit subsequences can be 
selected out of the 2” possible hash addresses is 

Nb.” = 
k 

To get Pr$‘n, N$“’ is divided by the m-combina- 
tions of the 2’ hash addresses. 

Note that Prj*m can be written as 

prb,m _ pr 
k _- 

Pb” ’ 
k=lg m,...,b 

where 

Pk” = 
2k(2k - 1) . . . (2k - m + 1) 

(2”)” ’ 

k=lg m,...,b 

PF is the probability that m hash addresses, 
uniformly distributed over the infinite space of 
non-negative integers, will be uniquely identified 
by the k least significant bits of their binary 
representation. 

Therefore, we get the following expression 

B(b, m) = & 5 k(P,“-Pe,), (1) 
b k=lgm 

the time complexity of which, measured by the 
number of multiplications, is in O(bm). We will 
derive an asymptotic approximation for B(b, m) 
the complexity of which does not depend on m. 

This asymptotic approximation, stated in Theo- 
rem 2, gives excellent results even for small val- 
ues of m. First, we give Lemma 1. 

Lemma 1 shows that for sufficiently large b 
and appropriate values of s,, s2 the factor l/P,” 
and the sum terms k(P,” - Pk”_ 1) can be elimi- 
nated from cl), for k ranging from lg m to 2 lg m 
- s, - 1 and from 2 lg m + s2 + 1 to b, giving an 
error that satisfies our requirements. 

Lemma 1. For all el, ~2, .s3 > 0 

B(b, m) 

=( 

2lg m+s2 

c k(P,“-f’,“_,) +a,(b, m, ~2) 

k=2Ig m-s, I 

X(1 +a,(b, m, s,))(l +q(m, b)), 

where a,(b, m, sl) < cl, a,(b, m, s,> < Ed, 
(y&m, b) < e3, for any positive integer values of m, 

s1, s2, b that satisfy the following conditions: 

s,>lg In ( 2(1+4fi +1 

& i ’ 

2b+1 > 
m(m - I)(1 + e3) 

2% 
> 

2”1+’ <m < 2cb-c2)/2. 

Proof. Given in the Appendix. 0 

We now introduce the notation Plm = 
e~m=/2k+’ 

Theorem 2. For all E,, .c2, .s3 > 0 

2lgm+s, 

B(b, m) = c k( Plm - P;“,) 
k=2lgm~s, 

+ a,(b, m, s2) 

x(1 +a,(b, m, s,))(l +4m7 b)), 
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where a,(b, m, sl) < F~, a,(b, m, s2) < F~, 
a&m, b) <Ed, for any values of m, s,, s2, b that 
satisfy the conditions stated in Lemma 1. 

Proof. Since 

p+LJ . . . (12p) 

implies 

In PF=ln(I-$)+ ... +ln(l-yj, 

using the asymptotic relation ln(1 - XI = 
-Cy=,x’/i + 0(x n+‘), for Ix I < 1, we get 

pk” = e-cm*/2~-‘)+o(m/2k)~ 

Now, using e°CX) = 1 + O(x) 
1 x 1 < r, where r is fixed, we 

pp = e-“2/2k+’ + O(m/2k), 

for ka2lg m-s,. 

This implies 

and eX = O(l), for 

get 

for k 2 2 lg m - s,. 

Now, summing up for k = 2 lg m - s,, . . . ,2 lg m 
+ sz, we get 

21gm+sz 

c k(P,” -CR,) 
k=2lym~s, 

?Igm+s* 

= c k(P/m-P/:l)+O 
k=2lgm-s, 

Theorem 2 follows from the previous equation 
and Lemma 1. q 

So, B(b, m> is approximated by 

Zlgm+s* 

c k(PC” - P[rn*), 
k=2lgm-s, 

for sufficiently large values of s,, s2, b. In this 
case, R(b, m) may be considered independent of 
b and be denoted as B(m). For the rest of the 
model analysis, we adopt this assumption. 

Lemma 3 states an important property of the 
expected number of bits that give unique hash 
addresses. This property will be used for comput- 
ing the expected number of subdirectories, for m 
records. 

Lemma 3. There is a positive integer m,, such that 

Bj(JZ)‘m)=B(m)+l, foranym>mm,, 

where 1 is a positive integer. 

Proof. From Theorem 2, there is a positive inte- 
ger m,,, such that 

21gm+sz 

B(m) = C k(P,“” -Ply,), 
k=ZIgm-s, 

for any m am,, 

where s,, s2 are assumed to be sufficiently large. 

Since, PL” = PLLP)‘“, it holds 

2lgm+s,+l 

B(m) = c (k _ I)( p;_mm _ p;(5)‘m) 

k=Zlgm--s,+/ 

21gKfiYm)+sz 
2 c 

k ( p;Cfi)‘m _ P;C5)‘m) _ [ 

k=21gCfi)‘m)-sl 

=sj(A)‘mj --I, for any m >mo. q 

Lemma 3 implies that increasing the number 
of records by a factor of a, the number of bits 
to give unique hash addresses is increased by 1. 

Let S(m, w> denote the expected number of 
subdirectories of ERMH for m records and leaf 
subdirectory size 2”. An approximation for 
S(m, w) is offered in Lemma 4. 

Lemma 4. There are positive integers mo,w,,, such 
that 

m 
S(m, w) = 

m,(fi)“-“” ’ 
forany wz=w,. 

Proof. It has been stated that S(m, w) = 
m/B-‘(w). From Lemma 3, we can derive that 
there is an integer wO, such that 

B-‘(w) = m,(\lZ)wpw”, for w > wO, 
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where B(m,) = wO. From these two equations, 
we get Lemma 4. q 

Let ~..iVn Cm, x) denote the expected direc- 
tory size of ERMH for m records and x leaf 
subdirectory size. Let D,,,(m) denote the ex- 
pected directory size for EH with bucket size 1 
and m records. In Theorem 5, the optimal leaf 
subdirectory size and the corresponding mini- 
mum expected directory size are computed. The 
values of m,,,w, are as in Lemma 4. 

Theorem 5. The minimum expected directory size 
of ERMH with m records equals 

3 (W” 2’im2,‘I),H(m)l,’ 
i I 2% 

and it is achieved for leaf subdirectory size 

(‘;@&A” j2’j, 

Proof. Since the root subdirectory expands dy- 
namically in the same way as the directory of 
extendible hashing, its expected size equals 
D,,(m) divided by the leaf subdirectory size. 
Note that collisions are resolved by using hash 
address bits different from those used for leaf 
subdirectory indexing. Hence, 

D ERMH(m7 2”) = S( m, w)2” + D,,( m)/2”. 

This together with Lemma 4 imply 

D ERMH(m, 2”) = 
m(JT)““’ 

m, (fi)” + DE;cm) . 

Replacing 2” by X, we get 

D (m, x) = 

m( &?)“‘I 
ERMH 

JTX; + DEH(m) 

m0 x . 

For a fixed m, DE.,, Cm, x) is minimized for 

Table 1 

Expected directory size of ERMH for optimal leaf subdirec- 
tory size 

Number of 

records 

Leaf 

subdirectory size 
Minimum expected 

directory size 

256 128 435 1 
512 256 11804 

1024 256 28099 
2048 512 74909 
4096 512 180504 
8192 512 469552 

Thus, the minimum expected directory size is 

D min 
ERMH trn, Xmin(m)) 

2’3m2,‘DEH(m)‘,i q 

From Theorem 5, it follows that Dgi,, is in 
0(m4/“), since DE,,(m) is in 0(m2> [1,3]. 

The above analysis is verified by our experi- 
mental results. The expected directory sizes of 
ERMH were computed by averaging the results 
over 50 different runs. The keys used in each run 
were generated by a random number generator 
that produces uniformly distributed integers in 
[O, 2” - 11. Table 1 shows the performance of 
ERMH for the leaf subdirectory size that yields 
the minimum expected directory size. 

3. Conclusions 

We have presented and analyzed a main mem- 
ory multi-directory hashing technique, called Ex- 
tendible Root Multi-Directory Hashing (ERMH). 
ERMH is a dynamic hashing technique that yields 
optimal search in main memory databases. 
ERMH uses a tree-structured directory of height 
one. The number of index accesses to locate a 
record is two. We have shown theoretically that 
the minimum expected directory size of ERMH, 
D EkMH(m>, is in O(m 4/3) Optimal search can be . 
obtained from extendible hashing with bucket 
size 1. The relationship between DEFMH(m) and 
the expected directory size of extendible hashing 
with bucket size 1 is given in Theorem 5. It is 
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clear that when the single directory of extendible 
hashing is replaced by multiple subdirectories, 
the total directory size reduces significantly. 
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Appendix P” 2lgm-s-l 

The proof of Lemma 1 will be presented in 

three steps. 

1 m-l 
= l- ( 22Igm-sFl . . 

I ( 
. l- 

22Igm~s~I 
i 

Step 1. 

B(b, m> = & 5 k(P,“-PE,) 
b k=2lgm-s, 

x(1 +a,(b, m, s,)), 

where a,(b, m, s,) < F], for any E, > 0, s, 2 
lg(ln 2(1 + F,)&?/E,) + 1 and 2’lf’ <m G 2b’2. 

=il- KJ . . . il_ (y2+‘) 

< l-$ (m-1)‘2<$, 
i I 

for m a 2’+‘, 

Proof. Let >l- 
m(m-1) 1 

22b 5’ 
for m < 2’j2. 

l ?Iprnfslk(PT -Pkm_,), E,(b, m, s) = p- 
b k=lgm 

1 
E,(b, m, s) = p” 5 f?(P,” -Pkm_,). 

b k=2lgm-s 

It is easy to see that 

E,(b, m, s) 

The last two statements combined with (21, give 

G(b, m, s>/E2(b, m , s) < E, is satisfied, 

for s > lg 
i 

In 
2(1 + q>Jz 

I 
+ 1, 

&I 

where 2”+, < m =g L.?‘/‘. 

Now, by setting (~,(b, m, s,> = E,(b, m, s,)/ 
E,(b, m, s,>, we get Step 1. 

2lgm-s-2 

- c kP,” 
k=lgm 

Step 2. 

i k(P,“-P,“_,) 
k=2lgmps, 

2 Ig m+s, 

= c k(P,“-P,“_,) +a,(b, m, s2), 
k=2lg m--s, 

where a,(b, m, s2) < Ed, for any &2 > 0 and s2 > 

lg(b/c2). 

=G (2 lg m -s - 1) 

h 

a(2lg m-s) C 
(PT -P/z,) 

k=2lgm-s PLY 

Using the above formulas, we derive 

E,(b, m, ~)/&(b, m , s) < E, is satisfied, 

when Pilg__, < (&Al+ &,))Pbm. (2) 

Note that 

E,(b, m, s) 
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Proof. Since Pr 2 1 - m(m - 1)/2k+1, it can be 
shown that 

m(m - 1) 
k(P,“-P,“_,)<k 2k . 

Let a,(b, m, sJ = C~=21gm+s2+IkU’km - f’km,). 
From (3), it follows that 

u2(b, m, Q) Q 
m(m-1)b b 

221gm+s2 <G* 

So, we derive cu,(b, m, s2) < Ed, for s2 > Igtb/E2). 

Step 3. 

l/P,” = 1 +cu,(b, m), where cz3(b, m) <Ed, 

for any b satisfying 2’+’ > m(m - 1X1 + EJ/E~. 

Proof. Using PT > 1 - m(m - 1)/2’+’ we derive 

that 

1++ 
m(m - 1)/2’+’ 

b 1 -m(m - 1)/2’+’ ’ 

Step 3 follows easily. 

Combining the three steps together, we get 
Lemma 1. 0 
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